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BOOKS RECEIVED
T E AmcRim- LAWYER: 1964 STATISTICAL REPORT. By Faye A. Hankin and Duane
W. Krohnke. Chicago: American Bar Foundation. 1965. Pp. 193. $5.00 paperbound.
A statistical survey on the distribution of lawyers in the United States, w;ith tables.
*BANXRUPTCY AND ARRANGE 1EXT PROCEDINGS. By John E. 'Mulder and Leon S.
Forman. Philadelphia: Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education of the
ALI-ABA. 4th ed. 1964. Pp. xvi, 192. $4.75 paperbound. A procedural guide for
general practitioners handling bankruptcy proceedings.
"'BANXrUPTCY ARRANGEMENTS UNDER CHAPTER XI. By George J. Hirsch and Sydney
Krause. New York: Practising Law Institute. 4th ed. 1964. Pp. 132. $7.00. A
guide prepared for the occasional practitioner in bankruptcy proceedings.
*BANXRUPTCY LAW AND PRACTIcE. By Daniel R. Cowans. Foreword by Hon. Richard
H. Chambers. St. Paul: West Publishing Co. 1963. Pp. =-viii, 1079. $25.0. A
treatise on bankruptcy law and practice, with annual pocket supplements.
THE BIL or RIGHTs: ITS ORIGIN AND MEANING. By Irving Brant. Indianapolis and
New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc. 1965. Pp. vi, 567. $7.50. The author traces the
story of the Bill of Rights from its sources in the long stream of Anglo-Saxon
history.
CORPORATE LIQUIDATIONS FOR THE LAWYER AND ACCOUNT.ANT, SECOND EDITol By
Howard A. Rumpf. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1965. Pp. .xix, 187. $19.95.
A guide analyzing the consequences of corporate liquidations, with examples.
THE DErENSE or PERSONAL IN JuRY AcTIoNs. By Daniel A. Novok. New York:
Practising Law Institute. 1965. Pp. 203. $15.00. The author presents observations
applicable to the defense of a personal injury lawsuit.
DEFENSE OF TEE POOR IN CRIrINAL CASES IN AMiERIcAN STATE COURTS: A FIELD
STUDY AND REPORT. By Lee Silverstein. Chicago: American Bar Foundation. 1965.
Pp. 280, 832. $15.00. A three-volume report on the defense of indigents, containing
descriptions and statistics on criminal trials in each of the states since 1963.
DRAFTNG A UNION CoNRACT. By Le Roy Marceau; Edited by Raymond E. Bjorkback,
Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown & Co. 1965. Pp. =-v, 321. $12.50. A guide for
the contract draftsman in the labor relations field.
EYE-VITN,,ESS IDENTIFICATION IN CRIMINAL CASES. By Patrick M. Wall. Springfield:
Charles C. Thomas. 1965. Pp. mv, 231. $9.75. An analysis of present methods, with
suggestions for the improvement of procedures in a troublesome area.
Fol ms or BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS WITH TAX IDEAS, ANNOTATED, SECOND EDITION.
By William J. Casey. New York: Institute for Business Planning. Inc. 1965. Pp.
xv, 680. $19.95. A guide to drafting business agreements incorporating the Uniform
Commercial Code and the Internal Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964.
FORDHAM LAW REVIEW
JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION. By Louis L. Jaffe. Boston and
Toronto: Little, Brown & Co. 1965. Pp. xvi, 792. $20.00. The author synthesizes
and considers the roles of administrative agencies and courts in the legal order.
LEGAL ASPECTS OF ARMs CONTROL VERIFICATION IN THE UNITED STATES. By Dennis
R. Aronowitz. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana Publications, Inc. 1965. Pp. 222. $6.50. A
study prepared under the auspices of the Legislative Drafting Research Fund of
Columbia University, in which legal aspects are presented under an assumed arms
control treaty.
THE MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS OF BACK-INJURY CASES. Edited by Sol Schreiber. New
York: Practising Law Institute. 1965. Pp. xxiv, 706. $25.00. A compilation of
definitive studies by twenty-six medical specialists and eight trial lawyers, covering
the various facets of back injury cases.
THE MORALITY OF LAW. By Lon L. Fuller. New Haven and London: Yale University
Press. 1965. Pp. 202. $1.45 paperbound. A collection of the author's presentations
on jurisprudence at the William L. Storrs Lecture Series.
PERSONAL BANKRUPTCIES: TRENDS AND CHARACTERISTICS. By George Allen Brunner.
Columbus: Ohio State University Bureau of Business Research. 1965. Pp. xv, 122.
$5.00. A statistical study of over 28,000 bankruptcy cases submitted to federal
courts in Ohio during the period from 1956 to 1961.
THE PETITIONERS: THE STORY OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES AND
THE NEGRO. By Loren Miller. New York: Pantheon Books. 1966. Pp. xv, 461. $8.95.
The story of the Supreme Court's reversal of its stand on the issue of civil rights
for the Negro.
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO BANKRUPTCY AND DEBTOR RELIEF. By Benjamin Weintraub and
Harris Levin. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1964. Pp. x, 303. $15.00. A
guide to problems confronting attorneys and businessmen in insolvency proceedings.
*PROCEEDINGS OF SECOND SEMINAR FOR REFEREES IN BANKRUPTCY. Conducted by the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts. New York: Clark Boardman
Co., Ltd. 1965. Pp. xiv, 475. $15.00. The record of the proceedings of the May 1965
seminar, covering problems encountered in bankruptcy proceedings.
PROCEEDINGS OF SEMINAR FOR NEWLY APPOINTED REFEREES IN BANKRUPTCY. Con-
ducted by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. New York: Clark
Boardman Co., Ltd. 1964. Pp. xiv, 422. $15.00. A collection of topics for newly
appointed referees, presented at the March 1964 conference.
* Reviewed in this volume.
